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Abstract: 

            Online voting system is an arising conception that has run gradually important in present’s digital 

world. The technique is expected to enhance namer participation, minimize charges and add the 

effectiveness of the voting procedure. even so, the security of online voting networks is a biggest concern, 

as it's open to hacking and cyber attacks. In this paper, we bounce an online voting technique that 

incorporates face discovery and blockchain technology to deliver a secure and transparent voting system. 

The suggested system uses facial recognition to authenticate voters and blockchain technology to encrypt 

and store the votes, icing their security and integrity. The facial recognition technique was elaborated 

operating Python’s inbuilt library, HOG algorithm, and was trained on authorized voter images to descry 

and match images during the voting procedure. SHA256 encryption was operated to cipher sensitive data, 

like as voter credentials and offering data, and insure secure storehouse and transmission. The executed 

technique was secure, tamper- evidence, and efficient in maintaining the integrity of the voting data. coming 

advancements could contain fresh security measures and developing the usage of blockchain technology. 

This system has the possible to revise the voting process by making it more secure, transparent, and 

accessible. 
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Now a daytime in india two kinds of system are 

applied for voting. The premier system is secret 

ballot paper, in which many of paper are used and 

another system is EVM( electronic voting machine) 

which is used since 2003. We've to bounce a system 

or way for online voting that's further secure than the 

exsiting system. India is the largest popular country 

in the world. So it's necessary to make sure that the 

governing body is chose through a fair election. India 

has only offline proposing system which isn't 

effective and upto the mark as it requires largish man 

manpower and it also requires additional time to 

reuse and display the results. so, to be produced 

effective, the system needs a change, which 

overcomes these drawbacks. The substitute system 

doesn't force the person's physical appearance to 

bounce, which makes the effects easier. This paper 

focusses on a system where the voter can vote ever 

from anywhere operating his/ her computer or 

mobile phone and does not bear the person to got to 

the polling booth through two step authentication of 

face recognition and blockchain security. Suppose 

you're an eligible person who goes to polling booth 

and cast vote using EVM( Electronic Voting 

Machine). But since it’s a circuitry after all and if 

someone tampers with microchip, you may not know 

that did your vote reach to person for whom you want 

to voted or was diverted into another seeker’s 

account? Since there’s no tracing reverse of your 

vote. But, if you apply blockchain- it stores 

everything as a transaction t and hence gives you a 

receipt of your vote( in a form of a transaction ID) 

and you can use it to insure that your vote has been 

counted securely. Now suppose a digital voting 

system( website/ app) has been began to digitize 

process and all confidential data is kept on a single 

admin garçon/ machine, if someone tries to hack it 

or meddle over it, he she can change voters’s vote 

count- from 2 to 22! You may noway know that 

hacker installs malware or performs clickjacking 

attacks to steal or negate your vote or simply attacks 

central machine. To avoid this, if network is 

integrated with blockchain- a one-off property called 

invariability protects system. Consider SQL, PHP, or 

any distinct traditional database systems. You can fit , 

update, or cancel votes. But in a blockchain you can 

just fit data but can not modernize or cancel. Hence 

when you fit something, it stays there ever and no 

one can change it- therefore name immutable ledger. 

But creating a blockchain system isn't enough. It 

should be decentralizedi.e if one server goes down or 

something happens on a particular node, other nodes 

can serve normally and don't have to stay for victim 

node’s recovery. We use Face detection and 

Recognition Technology for authentication of 

citizens that he she is the proper consumer or not. We 

give numerous modules in which admin can login 

withinside the tool and show the 
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multitudinousoperations.Also voters can login in the 

system and use their right to vote. When the Voter 

uses the system, the system will capture his/ her 

image using a web camera & try to match with the 

image stored in the database. If both images are the 

same also the namer can cast his/ her vote. 

II.     LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. Blockchain For The  Security Purposes- 

if system is integrated with blockchain- a special 

property called invariability protects system. 

Consider SQL, PHP, or any other traditional 

database systems. You can fit , update, or cancel 

votes. But in a blockchain you can just fit data but 

can not modernize or cancel. Hence when you fit 

commodity, it stays there ever and no one can 

manipulate it- therefore name inmutable ledger. But 

crecting a blockchain system isn't enough. It should 

be decentralizedi.e if one server goes down or 

commodity happens on a particular node, other  can 

serve typically and don't have to stay for victim node 

recovery. So a list of advantages are listed below •  

You can bounce anytime/ anywhere( During 

Afflictions like COVID- 19 where it’s insolvable to 

hold choices physically) 

• Secure • inflexible • Faster • Transparent 

 

 

  

B. SHA256 For Enceyption Of An User 

Information- 

 

user needs to add his/ her credentials in order to vote. 

All data is then encrypted and kept as a transaction. 

This transaction is then circulate to every node in 

network, which in turn is thenverified.However, it's 

stored in a block and added to chain, If network 

approves transaction. Note that formerly a block is 

added into chain, it stays there ever and ca n’t be 

updated. voter can now see results and also trace 

back transaction if they want. Since current voting 

systems do n’t serve to security requirements of 

ultramodern generation, there's a need to make a 

system that leverages security, convenience, and 

trust involved in voting process. Hence advancing 

systems make use of Blockchain technology to add 

an redundant subcaste of security and encourage 

people to bounce from any time, anywhere without 

any hassle and makes voting process more cost-

effective and time- saving. 
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C. HOG For Detection Of Face At The Time 

Of Voting.- 

 

This is grounded on the HOG( Histogram of 

Oriented Gradients) point descriptor with a linear 

SVM machine learning algorithm to perform face 

discovery. HOG is a simple and important point 

descriptor.overeater is robust for object detection 

because object shape is characterized using the local 

intensity grade distribution and edge direction 

 

 

SR

. 

NO 

ALGORITHMS APPLIED 

Title Algorit

hm 

Accuracy 

1 Blockchain 

technology are 

used to secure 

the voter 

information that 

they are used 

for voting. 

Immuta

ble  

ledger 

75% 

2 Algorithm can 

be used to 

SHA256 85% 

encrypt the 

voter data so 

that no one can 

temper with it. 

3 For decting the 

face and this 

face can be 

match with the 

voter face 

photo. 

HOG(Hi

stogram 

Of 

Oriented 

Gradient

s) 

Supports 

the 

CNN. 

 

level-2 

heading, 

level-3 

heading, 

87% 

 

III.TECHNICAL DETAILS. 
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 A.Dataset. 

1. Voters Informations like voter name, addhaar 

no,phone no,address,voter id,username and 

password. 

2. Voter face are used for the authentication of 

user. 

 

B.Model Building. 

The Following are the steps are used to build a model. 

1. Admin- 

o Authority Of admin to login on their owm 

side 

o Add the candidates i.e the voter list who 

are eligible for the vote. 

o Manage the election  i.e to add the voting 

start and end date, add the result date time. 

o View the voters. 

2. Voter- 

               Voter need to registration by using the 

voter name,            voter aadhar card no, voter address, 

voter face photo,voter id,username and 

password.(username can be generated on the hased 

format because the security of the blockchain) 

o Login- voter need to login using the 

username and password. 

o Face Recognition for the user 

authentication- user face is verfied when it 

match to the face images then the user has 

authority to vote. 

o Vote- Voter have to vote the person that 

he/she want to voted. 

o View the election result- Now voter can be 

see the result after the date of result 

decleration. 

C.Technology and Tools Used- 

The Following are the tools and technology are 

used to build the model. 

1. PYTHON- 

Python are used for the coding purpose there 

different python inbuilt liberies are used for the 

face detection. 

2. DLIB- 

It is a facial detector having the pre trainded 

models,itb is used to estimate the location of 

co-ordinators that maps the facial points on the 

person’s face.so we we can map the image to 

identify the person is authenticate or not. 

3. SHA256- 

It is encryption algorithm used in blockchain 

technology to encrypt the data so that no one 

can temper with this data. 

4. PIL- 

It is in inbult python libries that can be used for 

the face detections. 

5. Face_recognition_models- 

Python inbult function are used for face 

recognition. 
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IV.CONCLUSIONS 

The thing of the present exploration is to produce 

a system that's further salutary and secure than 

former bones . also, the suggested result uses 

Blockchain technology to secure the voting process. 

Facial recognition must be a needed element of the 

online voting process in order to reap the maturity of 

the benefits. Because recognition failure 

disenfranchises the namer, this necessitates secure 

technology on both the system and namer ends. The 

nature of face recognition poses sequestration 

enterprises, which are particularly visible in the 

prospectivesemi-controlled remote voting setting, 

where the namer would have to demonstrate that the 

place is respectable for remote voting. likewise, 

collecting a videotape sluice for the purpose of 

liveness discovery begs the question of whether the 

quantum of sequestration violation is 

commensurable to the value achieved. 
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